Optimizing Your Shop to Run
Lean
Assigned Topics:
●

Optimizing your shop to run lean

●

Know your equipment needs to
optimize production

●

Know the expected ROI on
equipment, staff, and space

●

Get your employees in the mindset
of efficiency

Session Objectives:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

To talk about lean theory, but keep it practical.
What is lean?: How to keep it simple, practical and fun for everybody
in your business!
What lean is not? Don’t get lost in the weeds of lean theory.
What is waste? (8 deadly wastes in business)
Video Examples of lean improvements done by front line employees.
Success stories of lean put to practice.
Examples of lean improvements in our shop, equipment and
operations.
Basic business principles that lead to a healthy business.
Critical thinking about ROI. My success and disaster stories. Hint:
(robotic welding).

Why is Lean Important?
The Lean Leverage Factor:
Trimming waste = profit
Assuming 250 working days in a year, and the average fabricator has a 5% profit after the
taxes are paid;
Saving $20 a day in costs is equal to the profits earned on $100,000 of revenue in a year.
Calculation $100,000 X 0.05 = $5,000 ÷ 250 = $20 per day.
Saving $100 a day in costs is equal to the profits earned on ½ million of revenue in a year.
Saving $500 a day in costs is equal to the profits earned on $2.5 million of annual
revenue.

Some People don’t have time for lean improvements.

Recommended Books on Lean
2 Second Lean
The Toyota Way
The Lean Turnaround

2 Second Lean
● The most practical, effective and usable lean system
● It makes lean easy for everyone in the company
● Was developed by Paul Akers

About Paul Akers
● Developed Fastcap and because of a lean culture, he survived
the recession of 2008.
● Now has over 900 products in over 40 countries.
● Paul claims he’d put his employees up against anyone.
● He claims they accomplish in 8 hours what most do in 40 hours,
because of their company wide lean culture.
● He now has a private jet and speaks all over the world.
● He has major corporations from all over the world visiting
Fastcap to observe a lean culture.
● Very Generous Man

What is Lean?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Lean is a concept born from the Toyota Production System. (TPS)
Lean thinking presumes that everything can be improved continuously without
end.
Lean is maximizing results while minimizing inputs.
Lean is being at war with waste.
Lean is simple. If lean is complicated, you aren’t doing it right. - Go read 2 second
lean again.
a. employees love making suggestions and acting on them if you foster that
environment.
Kaizen Event - Where a group of employees works together to focus on a
process, tear it apart and put it back together while eliminating the non value
added inputs from the process.

The 2 Second Lean System;
○

○
○

Demands that you keep it very simple
■ Complicating lean dramatically reduces the likelihood of
success.
Requires humility for everyone to look critically at their own area of
influence, and be open to improvement suggestions.
Sets time aside every day for practicing 5S’s of lean.
■ The 5S’s of Lean
● Sort everything and remove what isn’t necessary for the job
at hand.
● Straighten, prioritize and organize tools and resources
needed for efficiency.
● Shine - clean! it improves morale, safety and helps people
perform their jobs better.
● Standardize! Build consensus in the team for the best
practices and expectations.
● Sustain: Find ways to keep changes in place.

The 2 Second Lean System;
○

○

○

○

Sets time aside for daily group meetings where the lean concepts
are talked about and where people are recognized for their lean
accomplishments.
■ Who is already doing toolbox safety talks? How hard would it
be to add this?
Sets an expectation that all employees must find a 2 second
improvement to implement in their work environment on a daily
basis.
Asks that employees make simple video clips to document their
changes and use for training purposes. - This provides recognition
and forces engagement on a whole new level.
Builds a lean culture throughout the entire staff.
■ A good lean culture will care more about constant improvement
than who is right or wrong.
■ The process will usually thin the staff of a certain percentage of
people who are not willing to engage.

The 2 Second Lean System;
○
○
○
○
○

Expects more production to happen in less time as a result of a lean
culture pushing continuous improvement.
Turns every employee into a process engineer.
Provides engagement, and results in utilizing the mind and heart of
the employee, and results in much better retention of employees.
Lean thinking employees become positive, action oriented people
as opposed to being defensive or blaming others.
Expects employees to follow the golden rule. (do unto others as you
would have them do unto you)
■ Leave each area as you found it or better than you found it.

What is Waste?
1.

2.

Non value added activities.
a. We are extremely productive at producing non value added activities.
b. The spaghetti trail is an example. Just chart a person walking while working.
Paul Akers is convinced that 90% of everything we do is waste.

8 Deadly Wastes
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Overproduction
a. Work smart - not hard. All work should be done with as little effort as
possible.
Transportation
a. Necessary evil that must be reduced as much as possible.
Excess Inventory
a. Ties up capital and space that could be producing goods.
Defects
a. Cost much more than perfecting a process of doing it right the first time.
Over-Processing
a. Don’t do anything unless it adds value to the customer.
Wasted Motion
Waiting Time
Unused employee genius - or wasted potential.
a. According to Gallup, less than 33% of employees are engaged at work.
b. If employees are your biggest asset, how important is to engage the 66% of
them that have their heart and mind checked out at work?
c. Statistically, the longer an employee works at your place, the more
disengaged they become.
d. Can you afford to waste 66% of the biggest asset in your company?
e. Can you afford to do regular meetings to get your employees engaged in
lean? - You can’t afford not to.

What Lean is not:
1. Lean is not necessarily organization.
a. You can organize pure waste.
2. Lean is not batch production.
a. Make a batch and waste will be everywhere
i. You have over production, transportation,
excess inventory, and potential entire batch
defects.
ii. One piece flow concept: Make one, make it right
and waste will magically disappear.
3. Lean should not be a maze of charts and graphs, or
some theory for the executives and the accounting
department.

Success Stories about Lean Implementation
●

Hoks (a Japanese electronics company)
○
○
○

●

17 times the labor cost of competitors in China
Losing 10 Million dollars a year.
In desperation, the president asked all employees to show up 1 hr early
every morning and do something for free.
■ He asked them to implement the first 3 of the 5’s for one hour a day
without pay.
● Sort
● Straighten
● Shine
○ Hoks now makes 10 million dollars a year despite the 1:17 odds against
them.
Molten is a Japanese company that chased lean to such an extreme that they
were working to eliminate 1/6th of a second from a 1 minute process. They said,
“If we don’t take lean to that level of passion, we won’t have a job. The Chinese
are only 2 days away by ship and the US is only 2 weeks away by ship.”

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

Manual Cold Cut Saws vs. Semi-auto miter saws.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

Manual Cold Cut Saws vs. Semi-auto saws.
a. We used to use a scotchman cold cut saw that had to be manually pulled
down to make miter cuts.
b. A semi Automatic Saw allows you to push a button and it takes care of the
next 6 steps automatically.
i. Hydraulic clamp
ii. Start blade
iii. power down feed
iv. Stop blade
v. Raise
vi. Open Clamp
c. By having one man use two saws simultaneously, we dramatically improve
the efficiency of cutting a cut list.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1. Fully automatic saw.
a.
b.
c.

Eliminates most of the labor input when cutting small parts.
Eliminates length error with servo drive rolls that clamp the bundle
and feed it.
Automatic saw is parts list capable.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

CNC press brake addition in 2014.
a. 150 ton 10 ft. press.
b. Ram encoder accuracy measures to .0001”
c. Ram encoder is on a separate arm to avoid picking up ram
deflection.
d. CNC crowning
e. Multi axis back gauge allows for much more lean part flow.
f. Delem control with touch screen allows shop floor part drawing in
less than a minute and shows 3D part while bending.
g. Capable of accurately bump bending curves
i. Back gauge will follow the piece up and back while bumping
curves.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

Parts Bins with Labels.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1. Fassi Knuckle Boom Crane Purchase
a. Allowed us to virtually eliminate crane rentals.
b. Allows a lot of flexibility over a traditional crane.
c. We can go up around 60’ and horizontal about 40’ through a
door or window and pull up flights of stairs.
d. Remote control so the operator can be inside with the load
e. Electronic load safety sensors to prevent overload
f. Winch cable and LED lighting options added.

Equipped for Night Time Operations

Bringing crane services inside the building...

Lean improvement examples in our business.
1.

Crane box improvement.
a.

Eliminates uncoiling of straps to find the proper length for rigging a
particular project.

b.

Eliminates tangled mess in the compartment.

c.

Strap coilers: Cut the strap winding time in less than ¼ the time.

Lean improvement examples in our business.
1.

Rigging improvements for stair installations.
a. We weld a ¾” nut in our stair pans and use large lifting eye bolts to lift
premade stairs and landings into place. The nuts are cheaper than the labor
to weld on loops, and we can simply leave them to be covered in concrete.
b. We decided to leave out the center 3 treads on the pan stairs to allow us to
lift with the crane cable right through the stairs.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

Welder Improvement
a. Purchasing the right Mig welder can eliminate 99% of all your spatter.
b. How many hours a year do you spend in spatter clean up? If you spend 4
man hours per day on average, it adds up to almost a thousand hours in a
year. If you eliminated all that, would it be worth purchasing a welder with
exotic technologies?
c. Some welders can mig weld difficult alloys with little to no porosity.
i. 385 Bronze (see picture)
ii. Inconel and high nickel alloys
iii. Titanium

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

2.

Office Improvement
a. Monitors large enough to eliminate printing architectural prints.
b. 3D CAD where applicable, to eliminate mistakes on complex projects.
Outsourcing.
a. 3D tube laser cutting.

3D CAD

3D CAD

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

Core Drilling Improvement
a. Start with one of the best dry diamond bits on earth (Diteq)
b. Cheat by putting it on a 7” grinder and running it way over recommended
speed.
c. Expect an average of 90 seconds per 6” hole.

Lean improvement examples in our shop.
1.

Large Roll Bender with dog rolls, allowing us to helix bend angle iron (the hard
way)

Business Principles for Success
●

●

●

You can do work, or you can develop systems to do work.
○ Doing work makes you valuable while you are putting in hours.
○ Developing systems creates value in your company.
○ Developing systems is simply taking information that your experts know and
documenting processes.
Never be held hostage.
○ Never allow expert level processes or knowledge be only 1 person deep.
(CAD example)
○ Train talent to deep and wide in your organization.
○ Every position in the company should have a succession plan.
■ Look at every position in the company and ask yourself, what happens
if he quits tomorrow?
Communication in the company.
○ Company meetings are an absolute must for healthy growth.
■ Daily toolbox talks and weekly production meetings are important.

Business Principles for Success
●

●

●

Only about 1 in 10 people possess the ability to successfully manage a company.
○ Don’t put an awesome technician in a position of leadership and assume
people beneath them will automatically be awesome technicians.
Clarify your expectations to people, and hold them accountable objectively.
○ Instead of yelling at employees, explain where they are veering off track of
the goal.
○ Double check, do they even know what the goal is?
○ Do you set forth labor expectations?
○ Can they measure and tell you their productivity level? Weekly, Daily? By
Job?
As a leader, are you doing anything that you are paying others to do? Stop, and
ask yourself 5 questions.
○ Am I micromanaging?
○ Are they incompetent?
○ Do I need to clarify my expectations?
○ Do I need to develop a better system?
○ Do I need to do better training?

Business Principles for Success
●

●

Talking is not necessarily teaching.
○ Real teaching can be painful.
○ Can your employees teach you what you just taught them?
○ Have them repeat it back to you.
○ You haven’t truly taught until your people are successful without you
standing there and coaching.
Death by meetings. (the opposite extreme of no meetings)
○ Ideally, every person in a meeting should talk at least once. It greatly
improves engagement.
○ If you stand up to do meetings instead of sitting down, it shortens meetings
and improves results.
○ Meetings without agendas or minutes are like a ship without a compass. You
go in circles and accomplish nothing.
○ Teach your team to run meetings. It builds depth and leadership skills.

Business Principles for Success
●

●

Hire for character, train for skill.
○ Character can not typically be trained.
○ Don’t hire anyone who “knows it all”
○ Look for humility in people. Humble people make great lean thinkers.
○ Ask the people who want an interview to send you a 2 minute video about
themselves.
■ Some will think you’re nuts and move on.
■ Some will go on and on, bragging about themselves.
■ Some won’t even know how to make a video but they’ll figure it out because
they are all star people who are okay with learning new things and they “get
it done”.
True, lasting motivation can not be purchased.
○ True motivation is something internal to a human and unless they are truly
engaged with the vision of the company, they won’t likely have a steady, lasting
motivation.
○ Respect is worth a lot more than money in the long run.
○ In order for a human to be truly fulfilled at work, he needs the following 3 things.
■ Autonomy, or individuality.
■ Mastery, or excellence in his craft.
■ Purpose.
● A sword maker has all three. A bolt tightener on a mass production line
may not have any of these. Make sure you allow your people to have
autonomy, mastery and purpose.

Business Principles for Success
●

●

It’s just business - it’s not personal.
○ Biggest lie ever told. Just ask the guy I fired last week.
○ Business is personal.
■ It’s filled with emotion.
■ It’s done with real people who go home and stew or brag to their spouses and
friends about their jobs.
Do you believe that employees get up in the morning thinking, “I’m going to screw over the
boss today. I’m going to build the 2 railings with the wrong pitch today”?
○ Employees actually want to do well. They want to believe that they are doing a good
job.
○ Give them a nice, well defined goal so that they can hit it!

Business Principles for Success
●

How to determine when to buy a new piece of equipment.
○
○

○
○
○
○
○

Having the proper equipment can drastically change the effort of input on a
project.
In today’s technology age, you have to be extremely careful to buy right.
Attend Fabtech and research before purchasing. You may be shocked at
your options.
Dad’s old rule (do I want it, do I need it, will it pay for itself?)
Our ROI rule. Must pay for itself in 7 years.
■ Questions to Ask Yourself when purchasing equipment.
History. How much would we have used the equipment and how much
savings?
Current. Are there any jobs in the shop right now that could use it.
Future: Are there customers that would bring us the work if we had the
equipment.
■ Don’t guess at this. Ask around and have conversations about it. Don’t
purchase based on the assumption that the work will come.

The Story about the Infamous Robotic Welder

Know your Equipment Needs

Trust me: you don’t need everything.

This is the opposite of Lean

Get your Employees in the mindset of
efficiency

It is not necessary to change.
Survival is not mandatory.

- W. Edwards Deming

Thanks!
Kendall Shrock
Shrock Fabrication, LLC
229 Maple Avenue
Bird-In-Hand, PA 17505
kendall@shrockfab.com
www.shrockfab.com

